Electronic Arts provides a rich culture of creativity, learning and teamwork. Our culture is interwoven into the fabric of our employees and everything we do is in service to the player experience. We share common beliefs and goals. They ground us. Unite us. Motivate us.

As pioneers, our cultural spirit spans the globe. We are connecting to each other in a growing digital world, celebrating our differences and encouraging imagination and excitement in everything we do. Connect your future to ours. Inspire. Dream. Play.

PERKS AND CULTURE
- Signing bonus
- Tuition reimbursement and training
- Health Coverage
- Wellness program
- Retirement plan
- Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP)
- Community/social outreach
- Sustainability/green initiatives
- Game credits
- Commuter Benefits
- Relocation
- Most locations close down for at least a week a year so the whole company can relax!
- Local perks vary by location

EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS
- Commerce: The platform provides foundation services to EA game studios including identity management, account, subscription, billing, payment, virtual currency, provisioning, entitlement, risk and fraud 24x7 with 99.99% reliability.
- Gameplay Services: responsible for shared gaming technologies and services leveraged by titles throughout all EA studios. These include highly scalable features such as rating and statistics systems, achievements, social, and much more.
- Data: EA’s Data group provides the tools and platform that power the future state of game development, marketing, sales, accounting, and customer experience.
- Player Reliability: ensure that all games released by EA are able to operate at scale with world-class performance and reliability.
- Analytics: collaborate with studios, product marketing, and the executive team to drive insights and execution to serve our players.

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:
CAREERS.EA.COM/STUDENTS